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action of radiation on the concave side, and that the 
double speed with which the fly moves when no screen is 
interposed is the sum of the attractive and repulsive 
actions. 

14. Radiometer.-A two-disc, cup-shaped, aluminium 
radiometer, lam;i-blacked on the concave surfaces. In 
this instrument the usual action of light is reversed, 
rotation taking place, the bright convex side being re
pelled, and the'black concave attracted. When the light 
shines only on the bright convex side, no movement is 
produced, but when it shines on the black concave side, 
this is attracted, producing rotation. 

15.-Radiometer.-A cup-shaped radiometer similar to 
the above, but having the convex surfaces black and the 
concave bright. Light shining on this instrument causes 
it to rotate rapidly, the convex black being repelled. No 
movement is produced on letting the light shine on the 
bright concave surface, but good rotation is produced 
when only the black convex surface is illuminated. 

16. Radiumeter.-A multiple-disc, cup-shaped, turbine 
radiometer, bright on both sides, working by the action 
of warm water below and the cooling effect of the air 
above. 

17. Radiometer.-A four-armed metallic radiometer 
with deep cups, bright on both sides. 

r 8. Radiometer.-A four'armed radiometer, the vanes 
consis ting of mica cups, bright on both sides. 

19. Raaiometer.-A four-armed radiometer having clear 
m ica vanes. The direction of motion being determined 
by the angle formed by the mica vanes with the inner 
surface of the glass bulb. 

!JR.OUGHTS AND FAMINES IN SOUTHERN 
INDIA 1 

THE paper on this subject, noted below, a copy of which we 
have just received, will no doubt awaken much interest, 

not only on account of its scientific bearings but also from its 
hearings on so very practical a subject as the famines of India. 
It is most gratifying to see that the subject has been taken up by 
one who gives evidence on every page of rare capacity as a scien
tific ~tatistician. There is throughout an absence of straining 

·the facts before him beyond what they may legitimately bear, 
and a skill in combining them so as to eliminate, as far as pos
,ible, what is merely accidental from · the results ultimately 
arrived at in their relation to the sun-spot period. 

The data discussed in Dr. Hunter's paper are the amounts of 
the annual rainfall at Madras from 1813 to 1876, and the relative 
number of sun-spots from 18!0 to 1876. The results of the 
inquiry are given in the following six propositions :-

1. That no uniform numerical relation can be detected between 
the relative number of the sun-spots and the actual amount of 
rainfall. 

2. That although no uniform numerical relation can be detected 
between the relative number of sun-spots and the actual amount 
of rainfall, yet that the minimum period in the cycle of sun-spots 
is a period of regularly recurring and strongly marked drought in 
Southern India. 

3. That, apart from any solar theory, an examination of the 
rain registers shows that a period ' of deficient rainfall recurs in 
cycles of eleven years at Madra, ; that this period consists of the 
eleventh and second series of years in t.he cycle; which two 
series also contain six out of the seven years of minimum sun
spots falling in this century up to 1878. 

4- That after the period of minimum rainfall in the eleventh 
and second series of years in the cycle, the rainfall rises to a 
maximum in the fifth year; after which it again declines to its 
minimum period in the eleventh and second years. 

5. That, apart from any solar theory, the statistical evidence 
shows that the cycle of rainfall at Madras has a marked coinci
dence with a corresponding cycle of sun-spots; that in this cycle 
of eleven years both the sun-spots and the rainfall reach their 
minimum in the group consisting of the eleventh, first, and second 
years ; that both the rainfall and the sun-spots then increase till 
they both reach their maximum in the fifth year, after which they 

1 " The Cycle o_f Drought and Fami1_"fe . in Southern Indi:i," by W. W. 
Hunter, LL.D., Director-General of Stat1stics to the Government of India.. 

decline together till both ag-ain enter their minimum period in 
the eleventh, fast, and sec, ,nd series of years. 

6. That while the statistical evidence discloses a <:ycle of 
drought in Southern India, coincident in a marked manner with 
a corresponding cycle of sun-spots, it also tends to show that the 
average rainfall of the years of minimum rainfall in the said 
cycle approaches perilously near to the point of deficiency which 
causes famine. That the average is, however, above that point ; 
and that, while we have reason to apprehend recurring droughts 
and frequent famines in these cyclic years of minimum rainfall, 
the evidence is insufficient to warrant the prediction of a regularly 
recurring famine. 

It will be observed that these results are strongly confirmatory 
of the general conclusions arrived at by Meldrum and others, 
who have examined the question from data collected from a large 
area, and embracing an extended series of years, the only note
worthy point of difference being the larger rainfall of the first 
year of the cycle, as compared with the eleventh and second 
years which immediately preceJe and follow it. It is perhaps 
only to be looked for that such an anomaly should be met with 
in dealing with the rainfall of only one place, embracing a period 
of sixty-four years, seeing that the accidental occurrence of one 
or two cyclones, accompanied with unusually heavy local rain
fall, would be sufficient to produce the anomaly in question. 
The anomaly would in all likelihood have disappeared if the area 
of observation had been wider or the time of observation longer. 
It is scarcely necessary to do more than point out the absolute 
necessity of establishing physical observatories in order to obtain 
the data for ·the investigation of the connection between the state 
of the sun's surface and the state of terrestrial convection current~, 
it being only through their cosmical relations that we may rea
sonably hope to solve many of the more difficult problems of 
meteorology, some of which lead to intensely practical issues. 

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN 
MR. GILL'S EXPEDITION TO ASCENSION.-In ~n address 

to the Royal Astronomical Society on April 8, 1857, "On the 
means wl:iich will be available for correcting the measure of the 
sun's distance during the next twenty-five years," the Astro
nomer-Royal directed attention to a method of making observa
tions for parallax, not applicable to the planet Venus, but appli
cable to Mars, namely, by "observing the displacement of Mars 
in right ascension when he is far east of the meridian, and far 
west of the meridian, as seen at a single observatory,'' and he 
particularised the advantage of this method, and expressed bis 
opinion that it is "the best of all." The observations are not 
attended with the very great expense which is involved in the 
efficient observation of a transit of Venus, indeed if made at an 
established observatory need entail little or no cost; they may 
be conducted by a single observer or series of observers, in the 
latter case with a due regard to personal equation, and each 
observatory co-operating in the work, will furnish a result quite 
independent of the rest, so that the observer has the satisfaction 
of knowing that by the method recommended his own observa
tions alone will give a value for the most important unit of 
measure in astronomy. The Astronomer-Royal confined his 
remarks to the observation of differences of right ascension, 
recommending as of the first consequence a firmly-mounted 
equatorial, and .as advantageous though ·not absolutely necessary 
the chronographic method of transits first in trod need by the 
American astronomers. The oppositions of Mars in 1860 and 
1862 were referred to with regard to_their relative advantages for 
such observations. 

Mr. Gill has taken a further and an important step in the 
direction of utilising observations of Mars for the determination 
of the solar parallax. . Encouraged hy Lord Lmdsay's liberal 
offer of the loan of the heliometer employed in the expedition to 
the Mauritius for the observation of the transit of Venus, Mr. Gill 
proposes to leave England this month for the Island of Ascension, 
and to apply the heliomet.ric method of measurement of distances 
instead of · observing differences of right ascension, as sug
gested in the Astronomer-Royal's address, and as was stated 
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in NATURE last week, the council of the Royal Astronomical 
Society have guaranteed 500!. for the expenses of Mr. Gill's 
expedition. Ascension has been fixed upon, not without a 
careful consideration of probable meteorological conditions about 
the time of the opposition of Mars in September, in which it is 
uncl erstood the records of the Meteorological Office have been of 
the greatest service, and in fact, have induced Mr. Gill to fix 
upon Ascension for the site of bis temporary observatory in pre
ference to St. Helena, the astronomical condition being about 
the same for the two islands, i.e., their latitudes not differing much 
from the declination of the planet when nearest to the earth, so 
that it is observable at a considerable hour-angle on both sides 
of the meridian. 

The modus operandi proposed by Mr. Gill, is as follows :'-two 
stars, a and b, one preceding and the other following the planet, 
are selected for each night of observation, and their angle of 
position and distance relative to the planet are computed roughly 
for 4h. E. and 4h. W. hour-angle, and the right ascension and 
cleelina.tion of the middle point between star and planet; so that 
the proper stars of comparison are readily found, The helio
meter axis is directed to this middle point, the position-circle 
set to the position-angle, and the segments set to the approxi
mate distance. The observer finds in the field of . view a star 
and the planet; by turning the handle by which the segments are 
moved in distance, the images of star and planet are made to 
move relatively to each other in the direction of a line joining 
the objects, while if the position-handle is turned, the images 
move in the direction of a line perpendicular thereto. Suppose 
that the star a is viewed through segment A, and the planet 
throngh segment B. According to Mr. Gill's usual practice the 
observation \Vould proceed thus :-

I. Measure of position-angle. 
II. Measure of Jisranr,e-, both limbs. 

lT I. Reverse segments, and view star hy segment 1) and 
planet by segment A. 

IV. Measure position-angle. 
This constitutes one measure. 

V. Repeat this process with star b. 
VI. Reverse position-circle and repeat ·the comparison with 

star b. 
VII. Compare again with star a. 
This constitutes a complete symmetrical set, which Mr. Gill 

has found can be secured on an average in 1h. 3om., sometimes 
in 1h. IOm., or if there be interference from cloud it may 
occupy 2h. 

In the measure of a position-angle, by a movement of the 
handle for distance, the star may be made to move, relatively to 
the planet along the line of separation of the lenses, so that the 
star successively occupies positions 1, 2, 3 ... 3, 2, 1, &c. 
This motbn may be very slow and the position-circle being set so 
that the motion of the planet completes the bisection, the 
observer has only to go on moving the star slowly till the limb is 
seen to symmetrically bisect the star (the time of which is noted) 
precisely as Jupiter's limb bisects one of his satellites. 

The measure of distance is conducted with equal care, but is 
not so readily explained without a diagram. Mr. Gill finds his 
method possesses very great delicacy. It · sometimes ,happens 
that it is not possible to find a star sufficiently bright to compare 
with Mars in his full light. In such cases the brilliancy of the 
planet can be easily kept down by a wire-gauze screen, which, 
by an arrangement at the eye-end, can be laid over either seg
ment of the object-glass and at any angle thereto. 

In a Jetter to M. Leverrier, published in the Bulletin Interna
tional of April 27, Mr. Gill states that the observations of Juno, 
which he· made with Lord Lindsay at the Mauritius with· the 
same heliometer, showed that the determination of the diurnal 
parallax by measuring with this instrument the distance of the· 
planet from a star precedin~ and a star followin9 is susceptible 

of an extr~me precision, and he found the probable error in tlic 
determination of the planet's position for each complete observa
tion of the morning or evening did not exceed ± ri'·o75. Lord 
Lindsay has stated that the value of the solar parallax, resulting 
from these observations of Juno (a single discordant one only 
being rejected) is 8''·82, which approaches near to Prof. New
comb's value, 8''·85, adopted provisionally by the German 
astronomers, and to M. Leverrier's theoretic?.! determination, 
8"·86. This sufficiently indicates the utility of the method, and 
Mr. Gill intends to avail himself "of the close oppositions of the 
minor planets Ariadne and Melpomene during his visit to Ascen
sion to obtain values of the parallax by observation on the same 
principle. 

C0MF.T 1877 IL (WINNECKE, APRIL 5).-This comet may 
be expected to prove a fine telescopic object during the absence 
of moonlight in the circumpolar sky, with its stellar-looking 
nucleus and double or broad fan.shaped tail. The annexed posi
tions for midnight at Berlin are from elements by Herr Plath, of 
Hamburg, and have been received from Prof. \'Vinn.ecke :-

May 4 

7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
13 
14 

R.A 
h. Ill, s. 
23 26 5 
23 36 41 
23 49 22 

0 4 45 
D 23 31 
o 46 49 
l 15 34 
I 50 47 
2 32 59 
3 19 55 
4 8 57 

Declination. 

-!- 65 59·2 
68 7·2 
70 11 ·6 
72 ll '3 
74 4'5 
75 48·8 
77 21 ·5 
78 38· 3 
79 35 'l 
80 7·8 

+80 13·6 

Log. Distance 
from Earth., 

9·99601 
9·99640 
9·99741 
9 ·99902 
0 ·00123 
0 ·00400 
0·00732 
o·on16 
0·01549 
0·0202!$ 

0·02548 

The following orbit has been calculated by Mr. Hind from 
· observations at Strasburg, on Ai:,ril 5 and 25, ::mc1 at B~rlin and 
L~ipsic on April 14 :-

Perihelion Passage, 1877, April 17·64687, G.M.T. 

Longitude of Perihelion ... 253 3~ 
19 ! Mean Equinox, 

,, Ascending Node 316 33 53 I 1877·0 
Inclination .. . 58 54 22 
Distance in Perihelion... 0·950250 

H eliocentric motion-retrograde. 

These elements represent the observations during the interva I 
very closely. 

NOTES 
M. FLAMMARIDN has been authorised by M. Leverrier to use 

one of the largest refractors of the Paris Observatory for the in
vestigation of the motion of double-stars round a common centre 
of attraction. This liberality on the part of the chief of the 
Paris Observatory is highly creditable. M. Leverrier, indeed, is 
desirous of placing the immense means of investigation pos• 
sessed by the observatory at the service of a number of inde
pendent workers not belonging to the staff of the establishment, 
but who have given solid proofs of their zeal and capacity for 
research in some particular science. His ambition is to create at 
the observatory a national astronomical institution where quali
fied scientific men may find ample means for following their own 
special studies. 

SIR DAVID MONRO, late Speaker of the House of Representa
tives in New Zealand and an active promoter of science in that 
colony, died at Nelson, New Zealand, on February 15. He 
graduated in Medicine in the University of Edinburgh in 1834, 
where his great grandfather, grandfather, and father successively 
held the Chair of Anatomy. He devoted the leisure of an active 
political life to the pursult of. botany, and by his discoveries, 
which were published by Dr. Hooker in jlis "~ e'!V Zealand 
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